COMMISION ON SOCIAL CULTURAL AND HUMANITARIAN AFFAIRS

SECOND MEETING

RECOMMENDATION

THE MAIN ISSUES OF CREATING A COMMON TURKIC TERMINOLOGY FUND

Introduction

The integrity of the Turkic world, the study Turkic civilization’s place in world civilization in the modern era of globalization is important. In this regard it is very important to create a common Turkic terminology fund.

The Turkic languages are spoken over a large geographical area in Europe and Asia. It is spoken in the Azeri, the Türkmen, the Tatar, the Uzbek, the Baskurti, the Nogay, the Kyrgyz, the Kazakh, the Yakuti, the Cuvas, Turkey Dialect and other dialects.
The main purpose of this recommendation to strengthen the relations of the Turkic-speaking peoples in the area of science, forming the true path of borrowing terms, the establishment of a common terminology fund of industry and technical terminology, based on international experience of cooperation of related languages. There is a wide of common words and common roots between these dialects. To identify and form the common terminology, this common share of Turkish dialects constitutes an important resource.

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THE FOLLOWING:

1. *To mark* the principles of a common Turkic terminology fund;
2. *To seek* taking into account the principles need to be identified to ensure continued operation of international coordinating organization, which includes a competent, professional experts (currently engaged in Turkic Council. Would be correct if the International Turkic terminology fund worked on the basis of this organization);
3. *To intensify* interaction at universities along with the general philological education, to prepare highly and scientists who know a few of the Turkic languages, specialized in the terminology;
4. *To improve* coordination activities between Turkic speaking countries with the publication of a Turkic comparative dictionaries, relating to various areas of science and technology. Hold on Turkic terminology joint research, implement research projects;
5. *To consider* publication of the international scientific journal called "Turkic terminology" with the various scientific articles translated from the Turkic languages;
6. *To establish* the scientific contacts between the Terminology Commission of the Turkic speaking countries;
7. *To organize*, annually on an ongoing basis, conferences on specific fields of science and an international scientific conference on terminology (seminars, workshops and meetings as necessary);
8. *To enhance* correlative graduate and post graduate programs and exchange of parliamentary and academic staff;
9. *To hold* a contest to adopt a unique logo (icon) and flag in a manner of representing the cultural identity of TURKPA. Comission urges TURKPA General Secretariat to call for contestants in member countries, to gather the flag and logo applications until the end of May and present the contestants to parliaments. It is recommended by the commission that logo and flag projects, consisting of works of contestants from each country, will be evaluated in the General Assembly and a new logo and flag will be adopted for TURKPA.

10. *To urge* the General Secretariat to publish its official web pages privileged and urgent in all official languages of member countries;